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Archaeologists are obsessed with technology. The artifacts 
that define our existence are technological products, whether 
tools of stone, pottery, or bone. Foods imply technologies in 
terms of planting, tending, harvesting, storing, preparing, and 
consuming. Our houses and clothing are elegant combinations 
of technologies, first reducing natural products to useful 
components (beams or fibers), and then recombining those 
components into products that are strong, weatherproof, 
flexible, warm, and beautiful. On the flip side of the obsession, 
archaeologists use analytic technologies in our work, 
from calipers and scales, to microscopes, to portable x-ray 
fluorescence units, to the geographic positioning systems and 
geographic information systems that have revolutionized our 
conception of mapping.

 Part of the fun of OAS is that we are constantly challenged 
by technologies, with interesting and occasionally hilarious 
contrasts. June and early July were incredibly active education 
outreach calendars, and demonstrating and explaining New 
Mexico technologies is the cornerstone of the program. The 
replicas we make for the outreach programs are fragile, and 
it’s time to repair or replace some of our mainstays, including 
our pack basket. Raw materials can only be harvested within 
a narrow seasonal window, and they have to be used within a 
narrow window after harvest.

 Saturday was an opportunity to harvest bulrush and river 
cane for the back pack, which meant that by Monday the 
elements were at risk of becoming too dry to use. Mary Weahkee 
and Lynette Etsitty took on the challenge, they figured out how 
to rehydrate the bulrush shoots, and the long afternoon was spent 
wrestling the shoots, pack frame elements, and yucca string into 
a remarkably useful pack and educational replica. Yucca string 
was being made on the spot; hands were darting in and out, 
folding and holding elements that were then twined together, and 
21st century minds were transported however briefly into a 12th 
century world.

 All of this was going on while Jeff Cox was explaining 
to me the nuances of using Zijderveld plots in the analysis of 
demagnetization data for archaeomagnetic dating. How do we 
reliably distinguish the thermal remanent* magnetic vector of 
interest from contaminating magnetic fields that may differ 
from specimen to specimen within an archaeomagnetic sample? 
How explicit and replicable can we make the decisions that 

distinguish data from noise in declination and inclination 
measurements, while minimizing the risk that we are imposing 
a bias on the final result? It was an esoteric discussion, but one 
that is essential to the application of geophysics principles to 
the dating of archaeological sites.

 I’m not sure which of my encounters with technology 
that Monday afternoon was more rewarding, but both were a 
welcome relief from the challenges of accounting, invoicing, 
and closing out the last fiscal year.

--Eric

* Remanent: spelling here is specific to the discipline. Thermal 
remanent magnetism (TRM) refers to the polar direction of a 
magnetic material after heating to the Curie point and then 
cooling which aligns it to earth’s prevailing magnetic field. 
Remanence is the direction of a magnetic material after the 
magnetizing field has been removed. 

Lynette Etsitty models bulrush & river cane backpack



by C. Dean Wilson, OAS  

This represents the second installment, after some delay, of 
discussions focusing on what we have learned during exami-
nations of some of the more interesting and unusual ceramic 
vessels analyzed during various projects conducted by OAS. 
The particular vessel highlighted here consists of a polished 
and partly sooted olla described during the examination of 59 
whole or partial vessels recovered mainly from alcoves along 
the Largo Gallina drainages over a period of many years. These 
vessels were subsequently confiscated as part of an Archaeo-
logical Resource Protection Act investigation and then were 
donated to the Bureau of Land Management as part of a plea 
agreement. They are now archived at Museum of the Indian 
Arts and Culture as part of the permanent collection and OAS is 
conducting inventory and analysis of these items for Bureau of 
Land Management. 

 This unique assemblage includes 55 vessels associated 
with a protohistoric Navajo Component that appears to date 
sometime between the middle sixteenth to late eighteenth 
century. This study provides a unique opportunity to compare 
the associated ceramic technology with that noted for contem-
poraneous Pueblo assemblages, allowing for the examination of 
issues relating to Navajo origins and relationship with surround-
ing groups. Vessels were characterized in a manner that would 
provide a basic inventory as well as data relating to the origin 
and nature of the production of Navajo pottery. This analysis 
included the assignment of ceramic types to each vessel as well 
as the recording of a wide range of attributes relating to associ-
ated technology, shape, forming techniques, and use. 

 The Navajo, like their Apache neighbors, spoke an 
Athapaskan language indicative of an origin in Sub-Artic 
North America. The Navajo and other Southern Athapaskan 
speakers appear to have arrived in the Southwest before A.D. 
1300, sometime after the abandonment of a number of differ-
ent regions by Pueblo groups. Speculations about the timing 
and nature of the appearance of Navajo pottery have long been 
influenced by comparisons between early Navajo and contem-
poraneous Pueblo pottery. Similarities noted in Dinetah Gray 
and Gobernador Polychrome and other material culture, as well 
as construction of Pueblitos in highly defensive locations, was 
first noted by Kidder and Morris during the 1920s. The apparent 
sudden appearance of this constellation of traits was interpreted 
as reflecting the influences of Pueblo refugees fleeing the Span-
ish following the Pueblo Revolt during the late seventeenth 
century. These Pueblo refugees were thought to have introduced 
pottery-making along with other ideas that were quickly ad-
opted by the Navajo and have since become an integral part of 
their culture.  

 More recent archaeological evidence may contradict this 
interpretation. Tree ring dating along with other evidence from 
CRM projects conducted in the drainages of the Upper San Juan 
indicate the occurrence of early Navajo utility ware (Dinetah 
Gray), along with Pueblo decorated pottery at structures occu-
pied as early as the A.D. 1540s. Despite superficial similarities, 
recent examinations of surface remnants from pottery construc-
tion by Reed and Hensler indicate joining techniques that are 
quite distinct from those long employed by Pueblo potters. This 
seems to indicate that the Navajo adopted pottery making prior 
to their entry into the Southwest and subsequent contact with 
their Pueblo neighbors. Such remnants occur on the surfaces of 
pottery still made by the Navajo, where vessels are formed by the 
potters acting from above rather than the sides of the vessels as in 
Pueblo pottery. The unique combination of forming and finishing 
techniques long employed by the Navajo are sometimes indi-
cated by distinct surface depressions created by the downward 
sliding motion of joined fingers. Other distinct characteristics of 
Navajo utility vessels include the construction of large cook-
ing jars with pointed bottoms and the presence of rough, pitted, 
unpolished striated or scored surfaces resulting from the use of 
juniper bark, corn cobs, or husks as scraping tools. The overall 
characteristics of the Dinetah Gray vessels examined during my 
study of the previously discussed Navajo vessels indicate that 
they were consistently formed using a combination of steps and 

Thoughts on Pots;  A Polished

Figure 1: Vessel 53022
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processes, that are quite distinct from those noted in Pueblo ves-
sels (See Figures 2 and 3 for examples of vessels in this sample). 
Evidence of these construction techniques are often not as evi-
dent in most of the smaller vessels found in most collections. 

 The best example of a vessel exhibiting characteristics that 
are quite distinct from the other Navajo Utility ware vessels 
was assigned to catalogue number 53022 (Figure 1). While the 
characteristics noted for this vessel indicate it was produced 
during the proto-historic period, it displays a combination of 
traits quite distinct from anything that I have ever seen for pot-
tery from a Navajo assemblage. The vessel is an olla with an 
extremely pronounced and narrow neck, a large rounded base, 
and a flat bottom. It is relatively large, measuring 49 cm high 
and 37 cm across at the widest point of the base. The entire ex-
terior surface is polished and slightly sooted. Parts of the neck 
are covered with piñon pitch. Cracks or breaks in the vessel 
were repaired with drilled holes still held together by cordage, 
as is also the case for several of the Dinetah Gray cooking jars 
described for this sample. The characteristics noted for this ves-
sel contrast dramatically with the other Dinetah Gray vessels, 
all of which exhibit rough unpolished surfaces. Most of these 
are represented by large “cooking jars”, with a few consisting of 
miniature jars with squat bases. 

 While this is the only polished unpainted utility ware I 
know of that is from a context apparently associated with the 
early Navajo (ca 1540-1760), surface characteristics are similar 
to polished utility wares that are common in the Spanish Co-
lonial period assemblages in the Northern Rio Grande dating 
to the same time period. I have previously characterized utility 
wares exhibiting similar surface characteristics as Tewa Gray. 
This consists of forms that appear to be particularly common 
in assemblages dating from the Spanish Colonial period prior 
to the common use of red slips in the production of sooted or 
smudged plain ware vessels. Pottery assigned to this type (Tewa 
Gray) differ from that assigned to Tewa or Kapo Black, com-
mon in later contexts, by the absence of a red slip that results in 
a darker and black color when intentionally smudged during the 
last stages of firing.  

 The appearance of polished plain wares (like Tewa Gray) 
in the Northern Rio Grande appears to represent a technology 
introduced to the Northern Rio Grande Pueblos with the arrival 
and control of this area by the Spanish. This technology may 
have been partly derived from local innovations during the Late 
Classic period, or adopted from Pueblo groups to the south 
who also came under Spanish control and continued to produce 
a smudged sooted utility ware derived from their Mogollon 
ancestors. Alternatively, it could have been carried by Indian 
captives and servants from Southern Mexico, accompanied by 

the Spanish, who had also long produced polished and smudged 
utility wares. Whatever its ultimate source, this new technol-
ogy, along with the production of polished and slipped red ware 
by Pueblo potters in the Northern Rio Grande, allowed for the 
expedient production of massive amounts of bowls, as well as 
storage and water jars. These vessels with highly polished and 
impervious surfaces appear to have been valued by and are 
similar to the forms long used and produced by the new Euro-
pean arrivals. 

 Despite the Pueblo influences noted for Vessel 53022, it is 
likely that it was produced by a Navajo potter. Faint impres-
sions noted over a limited area of the midsection, consist of 
linear shaped indentations that appear to represent finger-slides, 
commonly associated with Navajo pottery production. The 
overall shape and characteristics of this vessel are unique from 
either Pueblo or Navajo vessels I have examined, and it seems 
to reflect influences from Navajo and Pueblo pottery traditions.
It is interesting that such influences are not more common, as I 
know of no other examples of similar vessels of either Navajo 
or Pueblo origin from early Navajo contexts. Unpolished Dine-
tah Gray cooking pots represent the sole utility ware from most 
Navajo contexts. In contrast, the decorated pottery from Navajo 
contexts in the Dinetah reflect low but consistent frequencies 
of combinations of Pueblo glaze and matte painted polychrome 
ware types known to have been produced at various Pueblos, 

(CONTINUED on page 7)

 and Partly Sooted “Navajo?” Olla

Figure 2



Roaming through the Lower Rio Chama Valley 

The lower Rio Chama Valley stretches from Abiquiu Reservoir to the river’s confluence 
with the Rio Grande. The valley and its tributaries—El Rito, the Rio Ojo Caliente, and the 
Rio del Oso—was home to a large population and some of the largest Southwest pueblos 
of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. The valley lies between the Four Corners region 
and the Rio Grande Valley, which leads some archaeologists to believe that it was settled 
by migrating Mesa Verde people who were generally moving downslope toward river val-
leys. Seventeen pueblos were built in the epoch following Mesa Verde’s depopulation and 
the appearance of large northern Rio Grande pueblo villages. There has been much recent 
debate about the origins of the people who lived in these prehistoric towns. Were they 
immigrants escaping a changing climate or cultural instability in the Four Corners area or 
were they a successful local population that grew naturally in size? The valley is also of 
particular interest for the unique prehistoric cultivation methods of pueblo farmers, noted 
for the construction of rock-gridded fields and rock-mulches.

 Our FOA tour with OAS Director emeritus Tim Maxwell PhD will visit three pre-
historic places of interest. First, we will stop at Ponsipa’akeri, with its tall central mound 
suggesting that the pueblo was three stories high in places. The site has an estimated 1,000 
rooms and may have been occupied from the thirteenth century up to Spanish contact. On 
the east side of the Rio Ojo Caliente, the village was laid out in eight large roomblocks.
 Second, we will stop and hike to either the prehistoric town of Hupobi or Posi-ouinge. 
Which one we visit will be determined primarily by Mother Nature, since visiting Hupobi 
(our first choice) requires crossing a river that runs high after any rainstorm.
  
 Hupobi, has about 900 ground floor rooms surrounding three plazas. Surrounded by 
rock-mulched fields that were studied by Native American students in the 1980s, there is 
also an important Tewa World-Quarter shrine nearby.

 Posi-ouinge, with its estimated 2000 rooms, was one of the largest in the region. Tewa 
legend says that the village was built after the Tewa Winter people and Summer people 
reunited after years of separation and travel.

Last, we will drive for 20-30 minutes to El Rito and look at extensive examples of gridded 
and rock-mulched fields. These fields are unique in the northern Rio Grande region and 
thousands were built between the thirteenth and fifteenth centuries. The farming methods 
were successful in supporting a large population in a semi-arid, high-desert environment. A 
Museum of New Mexico project in the 1980s discovered that cotton was one of the crops 
grown in these unique fields. 

Trip Rating: Moderate to Strenuous

The Hupobi or Posi-ouinge portion 
of the day will require moderate to 
strenuous hiking for a short distance. 
All trails are uneven and rocky. As 
always, a hat, sturdy shoes, water, 
and sunscreen are appropriate for 
these visits. 

Reservations: Sign up begins on 
September 1, 2015 by calling 505-
982-7799 x 5. Trip details are being 
finalized. Please check nmarchaeol-
ogy.org or museumfoundation.org/
friends-archaeology for updates. 

Limit: 20 participants. 

Trip Announcements

October 18, 2015 
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FOA FIELD TRIP TO PHOENIX AND 
ENVIRONS, JANUARY 2016

Hohokam and Salado sites and museums will be the focus of 
this four day, five night trip which is in the planning stages for 
January 2016.  Destinations will include the Pueblo Grande 
Museum Archaeological Park, Mesa Grande Cultural Park (3 
venues), the Musical Instrument Museum, the Heard Museum, 
Deer Valley Petroglyph Preserve, Hieroglyphic Canyon, the 
Sears Kay Ruin, Besh Ba Gowah, Tonto National Monument 
and the Cline Terrace Platform Mound. Watch the FOA calen-
dar on the OAS website for updates.

Los Aguajes Pueblo trip 
 = cancelled =

Well, the rains have beaten us to it once again. After schedul-
ing the Los Aguajes Pueblo and Surround: An Archaeological 
Landscape Day Trip twice due to heavy rains, we have can-
celled the event for 2015 and will re-open this trip in the Spring 
of 2016. Stay tuned to nmarchaeology.org and museumfounda-
tion.org/friends-archaeology later this year for 2016 events  
and dates. 

Holiday Auction 
November 1, 2015

Isn’t it a wonderful time, right now, to clear out those nice but not needed or necessarily wanted items in your 
house, attic and in storage?  Why, yes. Yes, it is the perfect time. If you would like to donate that picture, vase, 
piece of jewelry, collectible book or object d’art, we would love to give it a new home through our annual FOA 
Holiday Party and Silent Auction. To donate, please contact Ann Noble for pick up  505-471-2351. 

International Archaeology Day 
at the Center for New Mexico Archaeology
Saturday, October 17, 2015, 10:00 am to 4:00 pm, free

The Office of Archaeological Studies, in collaboration with the Santa Fe Chapter of the Archaeo-
logical Institute of America and other organizations in northern New Mexico, will host an open 
house at the Center for New Mexico Archaeology. Visitors of all ages can celebrate International 
Archaeology Day by experiencing New Mexico’s unique 12,000 year cultural heritage through 
a wide range of hands-on activities, demonstrations, and interactions with archaeologists. Come 
throw atlatls, shoot bows, make yucca fiber, learn about plasma and archaeomagnetic dating 
techniques, and ask all of those questions you have always wanted to ask about  
New Mexico archaeology. 
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September 15  
H. Wolcott Toll  

Lost and Found: Santa Fe’s La Garita Campo Santo
In 2003 excavation of a utility line exposed human re-
mains leading to the rediscovery and recording of a for-
gotten cemetery. H. Wolcott Toll, discusses the project.

October 20
Nancy J. Akins

Adventures at Coyote Canyon Rockshelter; 
2014 excavations at a hunting camp used for hundreds, 
if not thousands of years. 
Nancy Akins presents results of excavation and analysis 
of a recently excavated rock shelter.

November 10 
Matthew J. Barbour 

Building Ties: On July 19, 2012, a memorandum of 
understanding was signed between the New Mexico 
Department of Cultural Affairs, the Museum of New 
Mexico Board of Regents, and the Pueblo of Jemez 
regarding the management of Jemez Historic Site in 
Jemez Springs, New Mexico. Matthew J. Barbour, Man-
ager, Jemez Historic Site will discuss the terms of the 
memorandum and demonstrate the benefits the partner-
ship has had for the local community, including the role 
OAS educators have played in its implementation.

Recent OAS publications 

Many of the Office of Archeological Studies publications 
are available for download as .pdf from the OAS website  
nmarchaeology.org but some recent reports are large, requiring 
a file transfer protocol FTP server for download.OAS is work-
ing on providing all of our publications on the website, but for 
now, these new titles are available by request, please e-mail 
Lynne Arany or call 505-476-4420.
 
AN 394:  Triple Six at Twin  Lakes: Data Recovery Results from 
Five Sites along US 666, McKinley County, New Mexico (2014; 
Lakatos)

AN 456:  LA 159879: A Late Archaic/Early Agricultural Period 
Site in the Mimbres Bolson, near Deming, Luna County, New 
Mexico (2015; Akins, Barbour, Dello-Russo, Lentz)

Light on Dark Shelters: A booklet about caves in southern New 
Mexico, accompanied by PowerPoints and a poster, for educational 
outreach (2015; Lentz, Tatum, Turner)

AN 452: Horseshoes and Potsherds: The 2012 Archaeological 
Investigations at Fort Sumner, Bosque Redondo State Monument, 
De Baca County, New Mexico (2015; Barbour and Tatum) (accom-
panied by a poster)

Brown Bag Lunches
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Office of Archaeological Studies
  The Office of Archaeological Studies (OAS) 
was the first museum program of its kind in the 
United States. Its staff conducts international field 
and laboratory research, offers educational op-
portunities for school groups and civic organiza-
tions and works to preserve, protect and interpret 
New Mexico’s prehistoric and historic sites.
If you would like to know more about OAS,
please see our website:
www.nmarchaeology.org

Friends of Archaeology
  The Friends of Archaeology is a support group 
of the Museum of New Mexico Foundation for 
the Museum of New Mexico, Office of Archaeo-
logical Studies.

Mission Statement
  The mission of the Friends of Archaeology is 
to support the Office of Archaeological Studies 
in the achievement of its archaeological services 
mandate from the state of New Mexico by par-
ticipation in and funding of research 
and education.

Friends of Archaeology Board

Officers

Chair:  Ann Noble*
Treasurer: Linda Mowbray

Board Members

Charmay Allred 
Patrizia Antonicelli 
Lee Balick
Joyce Blalock
Jerry Cooke
Kathleen McRee
Pamela Misener
Jerry Sabloff 
Richard Schmeal 
Sherill Spaar
Eric Blinman (OAS Director) 
Jennifer Kilbourn (FOA Coordinator)

including the Northern Rio Grande as well Gobernador Poly-
chrome, a Navajo decorated type reflecting influences from sev-
eral (Jemez, Hopi, and Northern Rio Grande) Pueblo provinces. 
In contrast, the single plain polished olla described here seems to 
reflect an isolated incident that never caught on. The presence of 
repair holes indicates that this vessel was found to be useful, but 
it reflects a technology that was not subsequently transferred to 
the Navajo as it was for the Northern Rio Grande Pueblo during 
the early Spanish Colonial Period. This may have been because 
it reflects a form that was not suited for the everyday activities 
of the Navajo, or that by the time this example was produced, 
the form was too closely associated with the Spanish or Pueblo 
people or simply seen as not-Navajo.

 Insights resulting from studying this vessel demonstrate 
the limitations of analysis strategies that may rely too much on 
previously defined ceramic types. Typological analysis provides a 
useful tool, allowing for the identification and grouping of similar 
“pottery types”. These types reflect the consistent application of 
technological and decorative decisions by potters at a particular 
time and place. Still, as in the case of the vessel described here, 
examples are sometimes encountered that cannot easily be pi-
geon-holed into a previously defined type category. Thus, it is im-
portant to include procedures that allow for the identification and 
evaluation of the full range of decisions made by potters, some 
of which may not be manifested in the myriad of pottery types 
that have so far been defined. This includes conventions allowing 
for the separation of unusual pottery as well as the independent 
recording of a range of technological and stylistic attributes. 
 

(CONTINUED from page 3)

THOUGHTS ON POTS

Figure 3
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